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Welcome to this stunning, 2-FLOOR PENTHOUSE, ideally located in the
heart of CELEBRATION’s MAIN VILLAGE. Conveniently located right
across from the town’s famous Founders’ Park, and just a few steps away from
the Town Center, the beautiful Lake Rianhard, and the K8 school. This
spacious residence is truly the ideal choice to enjoy all the world-famous
benefits of Celebration's award-winning Community. Walk through the shopslined Main Street, past the bubbling fountain, and enjoy the beautiful and
welcoming Lakeside area of the town. Take the Carlyle building’s elegant
ELEVATOR and open the front door to the foyer at the first floor of this
penthouse to encounter a truly OPEN FLOOR PLAN, featuring an ample
kitchen with a bay window breakfast area, a center island & a bar counter. The
first floor also features a powder room and a very spacious family room,
featuring a SCENIC BALCONY with French doors overlooking the trees’
canopies and the park. A wooden banister staircase leads to the suites of this
Penthouse’s second floor. The expansive Master Bedroom features a custom
walk-in closet and master bath with dual sinks, garden tub, and separate
shower.
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retreat. Two additional beautiful bedrooms share a large full bath with
CUSTOM vanity and walk-in shower, sided by a conveniently located and
equipped laundry room. A private, coveted one car GARAGE is included, as
well as an exclusive STORAGE UNIT. The Carlyle, built by renowned ISSA
homes, is constructed with cement block, poured concrete floors and a metal
seam roof. Aside from sitting on undoubtedly one of the most desired locations

